TECHNICAL BULLETIN #134

SUBJECT: Sperian/Survivair® SCBA and SAR, Second Stage Regulator FBO Nut Adhesive

DATE: February 19, 2010

PRODUCTS AFFECTED: All Sperian Warrior and Survivair® Panther™ & Sigma™ Second Stage Regulators used on SCBA, Hip-Pac, and SAR

This Technical Bulletin is to inform all Sperian/Survivair Certified Technicians that the adhesive used to secure the 961034 FBO adjuster nut has been changed. Please discontinue using RTV 108, Sperian part number 820490, and immediately begin using Loctite 425, Sperian part number 820471.

Please make a notation in your Survivair Panther Repair Manual regarding this adhesive change.

CAUTION

Sparingly apply Loctite 425 (Sperian part number 820471) to the interface of the diaphragm post threads and FBO adjuster nut threads. Use either a syringe with a 22-gauge tip or a dental-style pick for application.

DO NOT APPLY THE ADHESIVE DIRECTLY FROM THE BOTTLE. APPLYING TOO MUCH ADHESIVE COULD CAUSE THE FBO NUT TO STRIP DURING SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY, NECESSITATING REPLACEMENT OF THE COMPLETE CAP ASSEMBLY.
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